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Editors Note:
My excuse for missing all digs from
the last 6 months remains the same
as ever - a baby. It’s a new one
this time. Maryla Phyllis Rosiecka
was born in August (my pregnancy
with her providing my lame excuse
for the previous 6 months.
For once though I am not the only
one and James and Katy produced
the beautiful Joules Morzine Butler
in January 2017. Many congratulations to them both on their gorgeous baby girl from LWRG!

chose to exclude from these issues
material related to WRG events as
these are already covered in Navvies. I propose to continue doing
this as duplicating material seems
silly.
However, one thread about the
BCN caught my eye. So as a little
brain teaser—can you identify the
mystery wood and metal object
they hooked out of the cut shown
below?
Lastly, I have not included a report
from the half AGM as other than a
note to ask Moose/Maria when toopainting should be and sending
Martin and Sophie shopping for
some little bits the only thing to
note was the new dig dates (shown
below).

Congratulations also to Bob and
Kate Metcalf on their marriage.
When producing the last two
(incredibly late) issues of LWRG
News I took to Facebook for inspiration and support. This provided
me with material for all digs—but I

Helena Rosiecka

Dig dates:

Social Dates:

21/22 January, Shrewsbury Canal
11/12 February, Wey and Arun Canal
4/5 March, Thames and Medway Canal
1/2 April, BCN Clean up
22/23 April, Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation (TBC)
20/21 May, Lichfield and Hatherton Canal (TBC)
10/11 June, Cotswolds Canals (Inglesham) (TBC)

31 January
21 February
21 March
11 April
9 May
30 May
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We worked on two sites, Lower
Wallbridge and Bowbridge Locks.
At Bowbridge lock we laid five
courses of bricks in the offside wall
between the lock and the road
bridge including a rather twee
arched weep hole complete with
keystone.

from the bywash weir) to allow access for the crane to fit the gates,
and cut off some metal brackets
from the coping stones that used to
hold an iron strip in place around
the tops of the coping stones (for
some currently unexplained reason).

At Wallbridge we built a French
drain on the
offside to give
the water coming down the
bank an escape
route into the
lock. On Sunday there was
scrub bashing.

Mustn’t forget the team at Brimscombe producing the usual high
standard of catering and evening
entertainment in the form of a jigsaw.
Tim Lewis
(Images: Tim
Lewis and Alan
Lines)

David S took
out a concrete
post (retaining
the slope down

Editors Note:
Look what
Fran is wearing!!!
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Job 2 was to move the bricks and
blocks down to the lower work area
under the bridge to enable the construction of the cells which would
support the banks and bridge
where the canal had been cleared.
Despite the statement made earlier
in the month that she was not going to do any more block laying,
Fran was persuaded along with
Inka and Laura to build the cells
under the guidance of Rob.
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During the last dig, it was realised
that we had failed to book up with the
Basingstoke Canal for the proposed
August dig and also we appeared to
have no leader for the weekend. A
quick twisted arm and I was nominated. Then a quick call to the Wey and
Arun and a dig was sorted for
the Compass Bridge.
The jobs at Compass Bridge
were going to be varied and
with the assistance of Rob
Nicholson we were allocated
the tasks.
Job 1 was to demolish and
reinstate a failed manhole on
the roadway towards the airfield. Nigel and Alan Lines
volunteered to do the brick
laying, so while they sorted
out their tools, Dave and I proceeded
to demolish the old construction
which gave Dr Fran a prime medical
assessment of working in confined
spaces with noxious gases.

Job 3 was to construct more of the
scaffolding to assist the brick layers
and also enable the removal of the
waste shuttering left over from the
construction of the bridge. This
scaffolding also allowed
the future filling of the
cells of concrete and infill.
Job 4 was to break down
the large amount of rubble
from the old bridge and
other spoil from the construction of the new
bridge. This had been
dumped within the confines of the airfield but
now needed to be removed. The broken down
stuff was dumped into
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separate piles on the spoil heaps
behind the security hut. Dave M and
Pete took on this task which Dave
managed to add an adjustment to
the Sites excavator windscreen with
a very large block. Depending on
the type of the spoil, some was used
to infill the cells and the loose soil
were to be used to level off the area
around the manhole.
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Two digs in a row at the same location gave those involved a bit of
de-ja-vu. So much so that they
forgot to nominate a report writer or
take many pictures. Here’s a quick
note from Steve at KESCRG saying thank you though:
“Hi everyone - Massive thank you
to everyone who made it out to
Compasses Bridge over the weekend. For me it really reinforced
why we exist as visiting groups and
do what we do- it's really rewarding
to be able to call on you guys to
come in and support the local team
at relatively short notice and make
a big contribution as they push an
ambitious project to completion,
and have a great social weekend in
the process. Particular thanks to
Sophie for cooking, and Martin,
Paul, Pete etc for coalescing the
lwrg kit in one place for us to use.”

Job 5 was the standard brick laying
and mortar mixing.
By Sunday afternoon, the manhole
had been constructed and the surrounding area had been levelled and
been built up to cover and protect it
for any damage. The lady block laying team had raised both the internal
and external walls of the cells to a
level where the concrete pour could
be done in the next few weeks and
the brick laying team raised the brick
faced wall up to the level of the
existing cells.

And here is a lovely plaque commemorating all the work that’s
gone into Compasses Bridge from
all the Trusts volunteers (this includes all visiting groups):

A big thanks to everyone who
attended and also remember
never wait for 6 months to attempt to write the camp report
as details will have become
sketchy.
Paul Ireson
(Images: Paul Ireson)
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The work for the weekend centred on Darnford Park, just over
the road from the more familiar
Tamworth Road section which is
now nearing completion. This is
only a couple of miles from the
Cruising Club accommodation.
The Park was excavated to a
considerable extent in 2012 with
some assistance from WRG to
shift a huge amount of ground in
a very short time. The overall aim
is to create a further section of
earth embankment along 100m of
the boundary of the site alongside
the (noisy) A38 using a combina-

tion of recovered solid concrete
sections encasing old sewer pipes
and cut-down sections of 750mm
drain pipes from over the road
which will be on site. To do this
the canal channel at its nearby surface lever needs to be excavated
to part depth thus creating infill for
the embankment and worked in
with the concrete solids. The embankment so created will then
need to be landscaped.
The work was described as “Dig a
hole”. Basically, we were starting
to dig out the new canal channel,
and using the spoil to start off an
embankment between the channel
and the A38 which was just the
other side of the trees (eventually it
will provide a sound barrier to
make the canalside environment
more pleasurable).
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There was also a second site,
Summerhill. On the first day at
Summerhill the work was to take
down shuttering on one side of the
canal and erect it on the other side
- they are building an aqueduct,
and the retaining (parapet?) walls
on each side are constructed from
huge concrete lego bricks to form
the channel walls, backed by
poured concrete infill outside to
make it watertight.
Next job was to dig anchoring
holes for the acro props to support
the shuttering panels, and hammer in anchoring posts. The shuttering boards were then painted
with "releasing agent" using a
"behind-radiator" paint roller (so it
only painted a 6" stripe at a time)
and a brush that was attached to a
handle sideways (so a bit like a
churn brush with a really long handle). As a result, that took a bit
longer than it needed. Had I
known that there was a DIY store
nearby, I'd've popped out and
bought a proper roller....

turning up on Sunday to take aerial pictures with his new toy.
On the Sunday at the Summerhill
site we laid the new towpath between the Cranebrook Culvert and
the M6 Toll Aqueduct. We deweeded the path prior to installing
edgings. Prior to laying the stone
we laid a geotextile barrier, we
then used machines to tip in the
stone before compacting it.
Once we had finished the towpath
we went over to the Darnford Park
site to see what the other group
were doing and have a late lunch.

Anyway, the shuttering was erected and propped well ahead of
schedule, so we spent the rest of
the afternoon sorting a pile of facing bricks that had been
dumped as a job-lot into
different piles bullnose, doublebullnose, big bullnose,
triangular, various types
of fancy shapes, etc…

David Smith and Tim Lewis
(Images: Tim Lewis)

As Bob M was rudely
getting married on a dig
weekend Tim skived off
the first days work—
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We hadn’t been working long before
Paul Ireson felt an alarming twang
in his arm that stopped him tirforing
for the rest of the weekend. We
ruled out a hospital visit but sent
him off to a nearby Morrisons for
some frozen peas to put on it. By
the end of the weekend it wasn’t
looking too bad. He had improved
slightly.

London WRG now have a regular
habit of heading to Shropshire in
October. We’re invariably lucky
with the weather and get a great
turnout for these weekends. We’ve
developed a good working relationship with the local trust and as we
regularly get a high turnout this
time of the year it means we’re able
to really blast through the work for
them.

Generally there was a lot of local
support for what we were trying
achieve on the site. It’s a well-used
path and there’s curiosity about the
project’s long-term aims. But one
local resident became rather
alarmed when we dropped a tree
behind her house, so we relocated
some of the work areas to minimize
any disturbance that was ruining the
neighbours’ weekends.

This year we were at a new site,
Sundorne, and in new accommodation too. The work was scrub bashing along a long section of towpath
and bringing down several mature
trees. On this occasion we were
matched in numbers by local volunteers – something I’ve never seen
before on any project.

After a day’s hard work in glorious
sunshine we headed back to Uffington village hall. This may have offered a limited sleeping space but
the hall was clean and modern and
the kitchen facilities were very

We planned ahead to arrange a coordinated approach to the on-site
safety. I emailed
the locals a link to
watch the new
WRG safety video
ahead of time and
arranged for there
to be a safety talk
to everyone on
site at kickoff on
the first morning.
This worked successfully and I
think the locals
appreciated our
regimented approach to taking
tea breaks!
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good. We were joined for dinner
by Sue Blake, visiting for the
evening. This unfortunately meant
she had to sit through the half
AGM but luckily we got this finished quite quickly!

site. We had a smaller number of
volunteers on site on the Sunday
but still managed to get a lot of
logs off site and clear a lot of vegetation. We were also very well
supplied with cake as a number of
people contributed some baking to
our weekend. Emma even turned
up with some produce from her
garden, and one of the locals heated some jacket potatoes in the
bonfire which made a very tasty
treat on site.

We headed to the Corbett Arms, a
pub that bafflingly described itself
as a ‘modest family pub’ online but
turned out to be a huge affair recently given a million pound refurbishment. Although Uffington is
just a tiny village, the massive pub
was completely packed with people. It was all quite strange to
WRG, as we’re used to having
country pubs more or less to ourselves.

Both WRG and the locals decided
that the weekend had been so
successful it was worth repeating
in the springtime. Within an hour of
having that conversation with the
local trust, the Trust’s Chair Bernie
had already booked the accommodation for us on 21-22 January.
This is a terrific local trust and it’s
always an enjoyable visit, so do
come and join us in the new year.

After making some magnificent
progress on Saturday, we tarried
to site on Sunday as it was pouring with rain. “It’ll clear up later” I
told them, and they refused to believe it. The minute we left the accomm we saw the sun come out
and it was another sunny day on
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(Images: Tim Lewis)
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more beer before we made our way
back to snuggle under duvets with
pillows on nice soft mattresses. This
was not our typical accommodation
and some of us could have been forgiven for thinking Christmas had
come a little early.

It was a long drive from London to
Ironbridge so we were enthralled
as Tim told us what makes a really
good day for a trainspotter as we
passed some places of railway interest in Birmingham. We couldn’t
wait to get to Shropshire. When we
arrived we left our kit at the Coalport youth hostel which is housed
in a converted warehouse and
found some of our team enjoying a
beer from the hostel bar and made
our way to the Boat Inn. We
walked along part of the lower tub
boat canal before crossing the Severn on a bridge commemorating
those who died in world war.

Of course the weekend begins in
earnest on the Saturday for LWRG
although Forestry had already made
an encouraging start on Friday. We
were all eager for our breakfast supplied by Paul, Pete and John at 8
O’clock. Once fed, saying goodbye
to Aileen and Harri who were surveying the soon to be deliciously cooked
ingredients after we had stacked
plenty delicious food in the back of a
van, we drove to site.

The pub was small and jammed
with Wergies from Forestry and
London WRG talking about all
manner of fascinating topics from
the way to cut down a tree, their
views on woodsmoke and amongst
other things, looking forward to Christmas and
our Christmas party
(although I was predicting
that we would eat a lot,
drink a lot and tell some
of our favourite stories
again right then and there
to be honest).”Tim, I’ll be
coming in two weeks”
announced Karen. As the
pub went quiet, Emma
asked if Karen was really
that predictable. The
beer was good and more
stragglers arrived to drink

Site was a couple of hundred yards
away by foot up the Hay Inclined
Plane, but Emma refused to walk so
a few people made a show of disappointment about not walking but appeared quite comfortable when seated in the vans. It was indeed perilously icey and Alan had already fallen over carrying a box indoors. A
number of people also realised why
anyone may be reluctant to make the
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journey when they walked down
the incline on the way home and
had to climb over a fence to get
out. Paul and Laura actually gave
up the trip in the afternoon and
walked back up the inclined plane
so we realised that the journey in
the icy Saturday morning would
not have been easy.

working away slowly revealing the
canal beneath the overgrowth.
There was a huge volume of dead
and dying trees of many different
sizes and so plenty for everyone to
get stuck into. Larger logs were cut
and stacked at the side. These
were later collected by Ian G driving the tracked dumper and will be
used by the museum for fuelling
their log fires so directly benefiting
the museum.

Site was a stretch of canal that
had varying levels of water within
it, but was essentially a half mile
or so stretch at the top of the inclined plane that led to what would
have once been industrial buildings but are now part of the Blist’s
Hill Victorian Museum. Forestry
had left some ashes in a fire from
the day before and there was
some small branches lying about
to start fires, although unfortunately we had managed to forget to
bring any shovels again, making
the transfer of hot ash rather
tricky.

We had a delicious tea break with
the usual team photograph taking
far too long as Tim was determined
to get everyone in but everyone
was determined to not delay the
drinking of tea and munching of a
range of cakes and snacks including an incredible rocky road made
by Harri the night before which
somehow led to my face being
completely covered in chocolate.
Oh, that was good. And Karen won
a self declared competition for who
can get the biggest biscuit in their
mouth in one go without breaking it
using a digestive. Either that, or
she was impersonating a platypus.

There were a number of marked
trees for everyone to have a go at
whether with hand tools or chainsaws and soon everyone was
11

Then it was back to
work again, and much
happy felling and
burning continued.
This included Gordon
with a new chainsaw
and very clean orange
-wear being taught
the ropes as the site
proved a useful location for forestry training. A team of people
were also embroiled
in the attaching of
ropes and dragging the attached
felled trees through the more soggy
parts of the canal from the offside to
be retrieved on the towpath and suitably dealt with. This included a team
led by Pete pushing a tracked chipper
up and down the towpath and mashing trees to sawdust which was
sprayed into the undergrowth where it
will rot and provide fertiliser for those
trees that are still alive on the banks.

and ploughman’s lunches and we all
felt very civilised as we brushed down
our site gear, used proper cutlery and
poured our teas from a teapot into
cups with saucers. It was very comfortable in there and we were waited
on by a man dressed in a waistcoat
and a young girl in a long cotton frock
and I was a little concerned we may
need to tip some people off their
chairs to get them back to site but
everyone tore themselves away eventually.

Now lunch is always one of my favourite times of day, but lunch on this
dig was quite spectacular. And not
just because it did not involve everyone trying to shun the prawn cocktail
crisps, of which there always seem to
be so many packets. We had been
given vouchers by the museum which
we were allowed to spend in any of
the eateries within the museum. The
choice was wide and included lunch
from a Victorian fish and chip shop
with the fare fried in beef dripping, to
a coffee shop and bakery or to a cafe
above the pub which several volunteers did look toward rather longingly
despite the noise of singing along to
an upright piano within. The cafe
served fantastic meals including kind
of beef and Yorkshire pudding pies,
potato cakes, soups and sandwiches

Lunchtime was also a good opportunity for people to have some time exploring the museum. The museum is
a selection of buildings representing
what you might see in a Victorian
town. Well minus the open sewers in
the street and stuff anyway. There
were shops from drapers to iron mongers and trades from a doctors surgery to a black smith’s shop. I was
passing the builders merchants
dressed in my site clothes and hard
hat when for one young boy I became
part of the museum exhibit as he excitedly told his mother “Look Mummy,
there’s a real builder!”. At one point it
seems that Paul, Carol and Janet
were accosted by a police man, which
seems entirely reasonable I suppose
12

and in fact I’m amazed that
doesn’t happen more often.

tempted the Victorian navvie costume, he would have probably
still won for being the most picturesque and realistic. I had
thought some people had entered
but in fact just had particularly old
pairs of jeans on so didn’t count.
Anyway, we then repaired to the
pub which remained smokey and
with good beer. We learned
many things, including there is a
village in Wales where Welsh Phil
is probably known as English Phil
and we told more of our favourite
stories. The landlord seemed to
go to bed for a bit as at some
point after eleven he disappeared, but was brought back by
a local to continue serving as
closing time seemed a variable
concept. We ‘crept’ back in that
ridiculously quite noisy way people who have drunk alcohol do
where the doors seem to slam
even louder when you try to close
them quietly than when you don’t.

Later there was that great time of
day where the working pace slows
down as we bring in the fires and
make sure the area is safe, collect
up the tools and look at what we
had achieved. The fires keep you
warm and then the contemplation
ends as we packed everything up
and made our way back to the
youth hostel. Some people went
out to sample some of the other
pubs in the neighbourhood not
being happy to stick with just the
one public house while others
wearily made their way back to the
nice hot showers. For some people these were en suite and given
how comfortable our rooms with
soft beds and duvets were, I did
wonder how easy or difficult it may
be to gather everyone up for dinner, but the lure of a bar downstairs selling bottles of some reasonable ales, a selection of sofas
to laze upon and the delicious aroma that was wafting from the kitchen worked together to entice everyone downstairs in good time.
We feasted upon chicken pie or a
superbly nutty roast followed by a
choice between chocolate
orange or lemon cakes.
Well, I say choice, but as
there was more than
enough to go round, some
people managed to stretch
their bellies just enough for
seconds so didn’t really
make any choice at all.

Sunday started with another delicious breakfast and we then
needed to pack everything up
and leave the youth hostel which
led to much angst as Forestry

Only David J. made any
effort at all at the fancy
dress although it has to be
said if anyone else had at13

had not marked all of their kitchen
equipment. And the youth hostel
had some old and odd looking
saucepans too, and a very fetching
pastry brush that I thought Sophie
might like. And unfortunately I had
forgotten to bring some small pots
of red and white paint. This led to
us later needing to send some
saucepan lids back with Ian G to be
reunited with the youth hostel, but
eventually it was done to the best of
our ability and we were away to site
to continue where we left off.

channel filled with water and a
horse pulling a tub boat along the
cut. This is not only wistful imaginings but in fact the long term plans
of the museum where the canal will
in fact be functional again as part of
the museum’s exhibits. And if you
can see the steep incline of the Hay
inclined plane, I have to admit I
don’t feel at all sorry that I’ll never
have the chance to take my boat up
it but really look forward to when we
may go back and finish the job and
see the opening of this short section
of the Shropshire Canals again.

After another day of cutting trees,
the canal was really looking very
good and when we left in the evening, there was still a lot of tidying up
on the offside to be done at another
time, but the area looked much
lighter and you could imagine the

Fran Burrell
(Images: Tim Lewis)

Out of interest—below is an image
from 1984 when LWRG last visited
Blist’s Hill and ’weeded’ the canal.
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As usual on this site Dave had a
whole lot of jobs ready for us on
Saturday morning. The first was to
cut back and excavate the road to
enable kerbs to be laid. We later
laid the kerbs outside the security
hut and in-filled ready for tarmac to
be laid at a later date.

us at work after dark with floodlights, but he didn’t fool us and as
soon as it went dark we scooted off.

We also cleared the last of the spoil
from the airfield road and landscaped the offside by the mobile
home park
A group was block laying near the
wing wall, and others mixed mortar
for them.

We were looking forward to a sumptuous feast cooked by our expert
catering team - Sophie was very
proud of her veggie pie. Fancy
dress included “Cars” – but Emma
had lost her mustache. The entertainment continued with a quiz remarkably won by a team containing
me! By this time Emma had found
her moustache.

Tea breaks turned into cake feasts
with a plethora of cake, and the tea
hut had gained central heating
(home made on site) with an interesting pipe.

Sunday morning saw Martin laying
the bull nose copings. The last job
of the weekend was to shutter and
concrete the nearside wing wall
backing.

In the afternoon the excavation
team moved onto the canal above
the bridge where there is plenty of
muck to move. Dave tried to keep

Tim Lewis
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Who to contact:
♦ 35 Sylvester Road, London,
London WRG Chairman:
SE22 9PB
♦ Tim Lewis
♦
martin.ludgate@wrg.org.uk
♦ 5 Herongate Road, Wansted, London, E12 5EJ
London WRG News Editor
♦ london@wrg.org.uk
♦ Helena Rosiecka
♦ 078 0251 8094
♦ 52 Privett Road, Fareham,
Hampshire, PO15 6SP
Enquiries:
♦ hmrosiecka@gmail.com
♦ Martin Ludgate and
♦ 079 8180 6336
Lesley McFayden
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